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Schedule: Two Ways to Attend
Your Happiness Advantages
I think we could all do with a healthy dose of happiness these days. So we invite you to join us in the
happiest place on Earth — aka, Walt Disney World — to wrap our brains around how to train in the new world
of work during our Training 2021 Conference & Expo. It will be headlined by the Prince of Positivity himself,
Shawn Achor, who is the author of The Happiness Advantage.

Lorri Freifeld
Editor-in-Chief,
Training magazine

On another happy note, our in-person conference comes with a
bonus — exclusive access to the Training 2021 Virtual Conference
that takes place online from February 8 to 12.
Even more good news: If you can’t be there in person, you can still
register for the Virtual Conference only so that you don't miss out
on learning, networking, collaborating, and problem solving with
your Learning and Development peers!
As Honoré de Balzac noted, “All happiness depends on courage and
work.” Add a pinch of pixie dust and what happens in Disney doesn’t
stay in Disney — it will transform training around the world!

2 Ways to Experience
Training 2021 …
Orlando + Virtual
OR Virtual Only

No budget? No travel? No large gatherings? No problem! In this era of remote, distant
living, we recognize some of you will be unable to gather in person — but we still want to
see you! We have a plan for that — join us online at the Training 2021 Virtual Conference
if you can’t be in Orlando. And if you are planning to be in Orlando, you get the Training
2021 Virtual Conference as a bonus with your full conference registration!

VIRTUAL
CONFERENCE
(Feb. 8 – 12)

PRE-CONFERENCE
IN ORLANDO
(Feb. 19 – 21)

CONFERENCE
IN ORLANDO
(Feb. 22 – 24)

Join us for the Training 2021 Virtual Conference
Kickoff at 5:00 pm EST on February 8.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22

9:00 am – 4:00 pm	�������� 3-Day Certificate
Programs*

8:15 am – 9:15 am	���������������Breakout Sessions

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20

11:00 am – 5:00 pm	���������EXPO HOURS

9:00 am – 9:00 pm	�������� GamiCon*

11:30 am – 2:00 pm	������������Lunch

9:00 am – 4:00 pm	�������� 3-Day & 2-Day Certificate
Programs*

12:45 pm – 1:45 pm	������������Sponsored Sessions

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 8 (5:00 pm)

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm	������������Expo Reception

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9

9:00 am – 4:00 pm	�������� GamiCon*

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10

9:00 am – 4:00 pm	�������� 3-Day & 2-Day Certificate
Programs*

8:15 am – 9:15 am	���������������Breakout Sessions

Then, during the Virtual Conference (February
9-12), experience Training Essentials Sessions,
Training Matters Keynotes; a Training Innovations
live tour; the Learning Leaders Summit with your
L&D peers; Training Technology Test Kitchen
product demos; Social Events; and lots more.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12
NOTE: The Training 2021 Virtual Conference is
available as stand-alone registration option;
and is also included with all in-person (Orlando)
Training 2021 Conference registrations.

2:00 pm – 5:30 pm	�������� The Happiness Advantage
| Orange Frog Users
Conference*

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm	������������Breakout Sessions

9:00 am – 3:00 pm	����������EXPO HOURS
10:30 am – 11:30 am	����������Breakout Sessions
11:30 am – 2:00 pm	������������Lunch
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm	�������������Breakout Sessions
3:15 pm – 4:15 pm	���������������Breakout Sessions

* Additional fee, see page 8

“I have attended many learning conferences in my career, but
the Training Conference & Expo provided by Training magazine
exceeds my expectations each and every year.”
— Amanda L. Hughes, Virtual Training Designer and Instructor, Aflac
Training 2021 Conference & Expo

9:30 am – 11:00 am	������������Shawn Achor Keynote

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24
8:30 am – 9:30 am	������������Breakout Sessions
9:45 am – 10:45 am	�����������Breakout Sessions
11:00 am – 12:00 pm	����������Breakout Sessions
12:15 pm – 3:15 pm 	������������Hands-on Clinics

What’s Included: Virtual and Orlando

We've Got You Covered …
Online: February 8 (pm) – 12
We’ve been living in extraordinary times since the Training 2020
Conference this past February … and considering our response.
What is training’s role and responsibility? From COVID-19 and Black Lives Matter to the continued
everyday-ness of training our dispersed colleagues, we keep being reminded how much training
matters. These emerging themes draw us into both a sense of urgency and need for continued
response: Learning and work during and after the pandemic; purpose and meaning at work;
wellbeing and wellness; and the on-going — and new — intersections of humans and technology.
These themes and more will be covered at Training 2021, starting with the Virtual Conference
kickoff and orientation at 5:00 pm EST on February 8, and followed by four more days that will
challenge you, inspire you and engage you in unique content that helps you create the new reality of
learning and work. Find details and more virtual content to come at trainingconference.com.

TRAINING
MATTERS

Join us for featured keynotes each day, exploring creativity and motivation, equity and inclusion, and
digital learning. Hear from one of the most-popular TED Talks presenters of all time — Elizabeth Gilbert,
creativity expert and best-selling author of Eat, Pray, Love and Big Magic: Creative Living Beyond Fear.

TRAINING
LEADERSHIP

Following each virtual keynote, see some of the incredible work learning leaders from Visa, Microsoft,
UPS, NASA, Verizon and others have been doing these past months to keep our colleagues engaged,
skilled and well. These sessions will reflect the lessons learned during 2020, as well as provide
inspiration for rebuilding the fundamental nature of workplace learning and work itself.

TRAINING
ESSENTIALS

Led by innovative, expert facilitators, these guide-on-the-side sessions in core content areas will give
you the nuts and bolts, insights, real-world tips and practical solutions to the hurdles you face every
day. Learn the basics of instructional design, engaging delivery, effective assessment, how to make
training stick, and how to train on a shoestring budget.

TRAINING
INNOVATION

Take a virtual tour of AdventHealth Nicholson Center, one of the nation’s largest, most-advanced
surgical training centers. See how they simulate real life to teach surgical techniques in robotics,
laparoscopy, orthopedics, and other specialties. Be prepared to get “hands on” virtually with daVinci
robots and laparoscopic surgery!

TRAINING
TECH

The Training Technology Test Kitchen is designed for sharing innovative tools, new media, and
approaches to integrating technology into learning. Master Chefs will talk learning design, discuss
“recipes” (quick how-to guides), and share training tech demos. You'll also see the latest in virtual and
augmented reality in the VR/AR Pantry!

TRAINING
SOCIAL

Virtual learning is not all work — there will be time to play, network and interact! Participate in John
Chen’s virtually delivered team-building and gamification experiences, applying the best practices
he’s discovered during COVID lock down this past year.

Make Connections
Irish poet Anne F. O’Reilly and
choreographer JoAnna Mendl
Shaw join us again as artists-inresidence to help us listen
differently, tap into our creative
selves, make new meanings, and
understand in new ways during the
Training 2021 Virtual Conference!
Training matters! 

AND THERE’S MORE … JOIN US IN ORLANDO
FOR TRAINING 2021 (FEB. 22 – 24) TO EXPLORE:
• Designing for Learning & Engagement

• Moving Learning Online

• Participant-Centered Delivery & Facilitation

• Behavior Change and Analytics

• Development Tools, Media & Platforms

• The Role of Emerging Technologies

• Managing the Training Function

• Building High-Impact Leadership
Development Programs

• Measuring ROI/Learning Effectiveness
• Strategic Planning

• Gamification & Game-Based Learning
for Increased Engagement & Stickiness
Register at TrainingConference.com
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Keynotes to Innovate Your Training

Welcome to the New World of Work!
We’ve heard a lot about the “new normal” as the COVID-19 pandemic has turned our world upside down. But
now it’s time to focus on the future and what that looks like for the world of work. People are the heartbeat of
organizations. For organizations to succeed, their people must succeed — they must be happy, healthy,
respected, treated fairly, skilled, creative, innovative, and inspired. Each of Training 2021’s keynoters hones in
on one (or more) of these aspects to guide you and your organization into what we like to call the “People Age.”
We’re all in this together — so let’s work together to make the new world of work a place everyone wants to be.

CREATIVITY AND MOTIVATION
Innovating Our Way Out
What comes next requires more
creativity than fear. We need to
imagine what is possible, what
matters, and how we can
intentionally create it. These are the
topics Elizabeth Gilbert, author of
Big Magic, has been obsessing about
for years. She will teach you how to
unlock your personal creative genius
VIRTUAL
so you can inspire creativity in others
to drive more innovation in
your organization. Learn to give yourself permission to
create and to fail — and be inspired to keep trying.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Gilbert — the
woman Oprah Winfrey called a “rock star author” — is among her
generation’s most beloved and inspiring voices. Gilbert’s memoir,
Eat, Pray, Love, exploded onto the scene in 2006, and was
adapted into a 2010 film starring Julia Roberts and Javier
Bardem. In the years since, people around the world have looked
to Gilbert for guidance in leading brave, authentic, and creative
lives. Gilbert’s Big Magic: Creative Living Beyond Fear unpacks
her own generative process and shares her wise, witty insights
into the mysteries of curiosity and inspiration.

Activating Mindsets to Move from Fear
to Discovery

VIRTUAL

The Brave New Workshop is back to
help us develop the mindset for
resilience, innovation and hope in
this ever-changing new world. John
Sweeney, author of The Innovative
Mindset, will inspire us and give us
the tools to be our best selves — and
the Brave New Workshop team will
make sure we keep laughing while
we are learning!

As a keynote speaker, John Sweeney has captured the
imagination of some of the most respected companies in the
world. Not because he owns the nation’s oldest comedy theatre;
not because a quote from his first book appeared on millions of
Training 2021 Conference & Expo

Starbucks coffee cups; and not because he is a social media
sensation as his alter ego (just Google “Jiggly Boy”!). Rather,
Sweeney’s success is a result of how deeply and effectively his
work has resonated with forward-thinking leaders, helping
their companies achieve greater innovation, improve teamwork
and productivity, sell better, embrace change, or renew
workplace enthusiasm.

Positivity Matters in Times of Crisis
Shawn Achor, author of The
Happiness Advantage, has studied
depressed Harvard students, banks
in financial crisis, school shootings,
the Boston bombings, the Flint water
crisis, and more. His research
consistently demonstrates that in
times of crisis, positivity matters
more than ever. Indeed, the more
IN ORLANDO
positive the brain becomes during
challenges, the more capable it is to
recover from stress, anxiety, and trauma, and proactively adapt
to changing circumstances. Shawn will help you understand
why this is relevant — and vital — for your organization to both
boost employee happiness and performance, and promote
positivity as the pathway forward in these challenging times.
Shawn Achor is considered one of the world’s leading experts on
the connection between happiness and success. His research on
mindset made the cover of Harvard Business Review; his TED
Talk is one of the most popular of all time; and he has advised
more than a third of the Fortune 100 companies, the NFL, the
NBA, the Pentagon, and the White House.

“The Training Conference & Expo is a fantastic
event that all training departments should
consider attending. Both for educational
purposes and benchmarking, it is an
unparalleled event in the training industry.”
— Kyle Teter, Learning & Development Coordinator,
StorageMart

Keynotes to Innovate Your Training

EQUITY AND INCLUSION
How L&D Can Engage Equity + Inclusion
Inequitable and oppressive systems
are by design, so they can be
re-designed — by us. Learn about
multiple initiatives that designer
Antionette Carroll has led,
dedicated to addressing the
fundamental sources of inequity and
injustice across multiple sectors.
Discover her framework for
centering history and healing;
acknowledging, dismantling, and
sharing power; examining one’s
identities and inherent biases; and
for prioritizing equitable outcomes
over equal access. Grace Chang
shares how using neuroscience
insights can improve initiatives on
inclusion, diversity, and equity. And
Land O’Lakes’ Philomena
Morrissey Satre brings an
insider’s take on how one company
is responding to 2020’s call for
rethinking racial equity in the
workplace.
Antionette D. Carroll is the founder
VIRTUAL
and CEO of Creative Reaction Lab, a
nonprofit educating and deploying
youth to challenge racial and health inequities impacting Black
and Latinx populations. She has been named an ADL and Aspen
Institute Civil Society Fellow, TED Fellow, SXSW Community
Service Honoree, and Essence Magazine Woke 100. She served
as the founding chair of the Diversity and Inclusion Task Force of
AIGA, the professional association for design.

DIGITAL LEARNING
Reskilling, Upskilling, and High-Quality
Learning at Scale
edX CEO Anant Agarwal will share
how COVID-19 accelerated the
adoption and credibility of online
learning and micro-credentials in
higher education — and how
corporations worldwide are
incorporating those trends into
powerful learning programs to
quickly train and retrain employees
VIRTUAL
during this period of profound
change. Anant will detail how online
courses can deliver active learning that sticks while helping
reduce employee skill gaps and preparing your organization for
the future of work.
Anant Agarwal is a visionary behind the global online
education and learning movement. A serial entrepreneur and
noted computer science professor, Anant founded edX in 2012
as an online learning platform that promised to revolutionize
education. Supported by Harvard and MIT, his original vision —
to provide access to high-quality education at scale — remains
at the heart of edX, which has grown a network of 33 million
learners, 100 million course enrollments, and 1,000 corporations.

Keep ’Em Coming Back for More

Grace Chang is a cognitive neuroscientist and chief scientific
officer for The Regis Company, driving initiatives in learning and
assessment to enhance neuroscience-based business solutions.
Grace has extensive teaching experience, including behavioral
neuroscience at UCLA and masters-level neuroleadership
courses for training and management professionals around the
world as lead professor for the NeuroLeadership Institute.

Khan Academy’s mission to provide
a free, world-class education for
anyone, anywhere, has never felt
more urgent and more necessary
given the events of 2020. What
started as one man tutoring his
cousin via short video clips has been
translated into dozens of languages
with 100 million learners annually.
VIRTUAL
Chief Learning Officer Kristen
DiCerbo shares how they apply
research from across disciplines to keep students engaged in
learning and building skills. Discover how their mastery system
encourages students to deeply understand through an
engaging learning experience that goes beyond memorization.

Philomena Morrissey Satre serves as director of diversity and
inclusion and external strategic partnerships at Land O’Lakes,
bringing more than 30 years of human resource experience in
diversity and inclusion, community relations, work life and
wellbeing. Prior to that, she worked at Wells Fargo & Company.
She has broad experience in developing and implementing
diversity strategies, including internal initiatives and communityfocused pipelines.

Kristen DiCerbo, chief learning officer at Khan Academy, is
responsible for driving and communicating the instructional
and pedagogical strategy to improve student and teacher
engagement and outcomes. She ensures pedagogical coherence
and a research-informed design across all programs. Throughout
her career, she has focused on conducting and embedding
learning science research into digital learning experiences,
including work with the Cisco Networking Academy.

Training matters! 

Register at TrainingConference.com
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In-Depth Certificate Programs and GamiCon 2021

Pre-Conference Certificates and Users Conference in Orlando
3-DAY CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMS
Friday, February 19
to Sunday, February 21
 P01	ROI by Design: Delivering
the Promise of Learning
Measurement
Laura Paramoure, Author, ROI by Design:
The Essential Link Between Training
Programs and Business Results

 P02 Master Instructional Designer
Geoff Bailey, Senior Consultant, Friesen, Kaye
and Associates

 P03	Master Trainer
Bob Pike, Author, Master Trainers Handbook:
57 Results-based Creative Learning
Strategies for Delivering Faster, Better,
Easier

 P04	Managing The Training Function
Marsha Weisleder, Certified Master Trainer,
Langevin Learning Services

 P05	Designing Interactivity for
eLearning
Ethan Edwards, Chief Instructional Strategist,
Allen Interactions

 P06 Storyboarding Intensive
Diane Elkins, Author of the E-Learning
Uncovered series

 P07	Converting Instructor-Led

ORANGE FROG
USERS CONFERENCE
Sunday, February 21
2:00 – 5:30 pm

Training (ILT) to an eLearning
Course
Dani Watkins, Chief Learning Experience
Officer, Zenith Performance Solutions

2-DAY CERTIFICATE
PROGRAMS
Saturday, February 20
& Sunday, February 21
 P08	Articulate Storyline 360
Stefanie Lawless, VP Training, Yukon Learning

 P09 eLearning Developer
Katrina Baker, Talent Development Partner,
Learning Platforms, Adobe

 P10	Designing and Delivering Virtual
Instructor-Led Training
Kassy LaBorie, Author, Producing Virtual
Training, Meetings, and Webinars and
Interact and Engage!

This half-day event is designed exclusively
for certified Happiness Advantage | Orange
Frog facilitators. Connect with your peers,
access new tools and resources for
increasing optimism and engagement inside
your organization, and get updates on the
latest research in positive psychology. Get
happy and mingle at a closing happy hour
reception.
BONUS: Meet Shawn
Achor on Monday in a VIP,
invitation-only Q&A
session!
You must be a certified Happiness
Advantage | Orange Frog facilitator to
register for this User Conference. Additional
fee of $99 to register for this one-day User
Conference only; or free when added to a
Training 2021 Conference registration.

See full descriptions for all these
programs at TrainingConference.com

GamiCon 2021: Co-Located with Training 2021 in Orlando
Saturday, February 20 to Sunday, February 21
A gamification conference
for learning professionals
that is 100% gamified!
This is the only conference exclusively for the design and
application of gamification for corporate training, employee
motivation, productivity, innovation, and culture change.
You’ll:
• Get strategies for the implementation of gamification for
learning through a selection of proven frameworks in
hands-on learning labs.
• Explore programs that are competing for awards and talk
with the folks who created them.

Training 2021 Conference & Expo

• Examine best practices to judge where your programs
stand in comparison.
• Learn what you don’t know you don’t know as speakers
and your peers share their struggles and challenges to
help you reduce your development time and the need
for trial-and-error learning.
• Evaluate vendor tools in hands-on workshops and
determine whether they will work for you.
• Return, ready for immediate implementation, creating
more engaging and lasting learning experiences.
View detailed program and information on the Gamification
for Learning Project Throwdown at GamiCon.us.

Conference Ambassador, Expo and Hotel Info
Your Training 2021 Ambassador
Heather Is Here to Help!
Ambassador Heather Riddick, a
Training Conference veteran and
performance consultant with
Nationwide (soon to be inducted
into Training magazine’s Top 10
Hall of Fame) is ready, willing,
and able to answer all your
conference questions! To get you
started, she’ll conduct a “Top 5 Things
You Need to Know About the Conference”
orientation session. She’s a ton of fun and can help you make
valuable connections. You’ll find her online at the Virtual
Kickoff on February 8. How can you find her in Orlando? Just
look for the lady in red — the red sash, that is!

“The Training Conference and Expo is
hands-down the best in the industry. The
Learning Leaders Summit puts you in the room
with people at the top of their careers and the
Innovations in Training event puts you in their
training labs. The conference itself is filled
with relevant, meaningful sessions. If you
want to be inspired, this is the place to be.”
— Shelley Stanley, Learning Solutions Manager, FIS

“The future of learning, one which focuses on
personalized and targeted experiences, is
not the aspirational dream I once believed.
Instead, it is a near-term reality driven by the
passionate experts I met at the conference.”
— Chuck Sigmund,
Senior Business Program
Manager of Worldwide Learning,
Microsoft

Your Solutions Expo

Learning is created, deployed and managed in an astounding
variety of ways. You'll find extensive solutions at the Training
2021 Expo!

Disney’s Coronado Springs Resort: Hotel & Venue

3 Ways to Reserve Your Room
Online:

www.TrainingConference.com

Phone:

1.404.842.0000

Email:

TrainingConference@ConnectionsHousing.com

Training matters! 

Reserve your room at Disney’s
Coronado Springs Resort (1000
West Buena Vista Dr., Lake Buena
Vista, FL, 32830). You must book
through Connections Housing,
the only housing bureau for
Training 2021, to receive our
special rate of $215 single or
double occupancy.* Government
Per Diem Rooms are available
on a limited basis online or by
calling Connections Housing.
Book early! Reservations are
accepted on a first-come basis
and the room block sells out
every year.
* Rate does not include tax.
Additional guest charges may apply.

FREE $40 Disney
Gift Card
Valuable Bonus for attendees
with a Full Conference paid
registration AND a hotel room
booked through Connections
Housing with a Sunday and
Monday night stay (Feb. 21
& 22). You’ll receive the $40
Disney gift card on site in
Orlando.

Register at TrainingConference.com
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1. Attendee Information
Name

Job Title

Organization/Company

How to Register:
Online: TrainingConference.com

Address

Phone: 1.847.620.4483 ext. 1
(9 am – 6 pm Eastern, Monday – Friday)

City

Email:

registration@goeshow.com
(Subject: Training Conference)

Mail to:	Lakewood Media Group
c/o Netronix Corp eShow
5 Executive Court, Suite 2
South Barrington, IL 60010

2 WAYS TO ATTEND:
Orlando + Virtual or Virtual Only
Payment:
Payment is accepted by credit card, business check or
money order. To generate an invoice and pay later, register
online and select “balance due” for payment or check “bill
me” in #2. Payment is required prior to attending the virtual
conference (Feb. 8-12), and prior to receiving a badge onsite
in Orlando to attend in-person events.
Group and Organizational Discounts:
Visit TrainingConference.com/2021/discounts.cfm
Registration Cancellation Policy:
Should you need to cancel your paid registration, your
cancellation must be received by January 29, 2021.
Cancellations received by January 29, 2021, will be charged
a $100 processing fee (you will receive a refund less $100).
No refunds will be issued for cancellations received after
January 29, 2021. However, for the in-person Orlando events,
we are happy to accept substitutions or issue a credit for a
future event.
In the unlikely event Training 2021 Conference & Expo is
unable to take place in person in Orlando, you will have
the option of receiving a letter of credit (for TechLearn 2021
or Training 2022 Conference) OR a pro-rated refund.
A pro-rated refund is your Training Conference & Expo
(Orlando + Virtual) registration fee paid less the $495 value
of the Virtual Conference (Feb. 8-12). If Orlando Certificate
Programs or GamiCon are unable to take place in person,
they will be transferred to an online format (or you may
receive a credit for a future in-person event).
Orlando Special Service Need/Assistance:
In order for us to accommodate your special service need in
Orlando, please contact us by Friday, February 5, 2021, with
your needs (e.g. assisted access to sessions or special meal
need due to dietary restrictions/allergies).

State/Province

(

Zip/Postal Code

)

h C heck here

if you require
special services.

Phone (required)

Email (required)

2. Method of Payment/Credit Card Authorization
h
h

h

Visa

Mastercard

h

AmEx

Check #____________________________

h
h

Discover
Bill Me

Checks payable to:
Lakewood Media Group

Card Number

Security Code

Print Cardholder’s Name

Exp. Date

Cardholder’s Signature

Date

By signing this form, you agree to have your credit card charged for the fee(s) selected AND to the cancellation policy.

3. Orlando Registration Fees
h Training 2021 Conference & Expo (Includes Orlando Feb. 22 – 24 and Virtual Feb. 8 – 12)
Super Early-Bird Rate (through Dec. 23)...........................................................................................................$1,495
Regular Rate...........................................................................................................................................................$1,795

h Expo Only (Feb. 22 – 23)........................................................................................................................................... $20
Pre-

		
		

Conference
Only Fee*

Pre-Conference Events

h
h
h
h
h
h
h

P01

Fee

with T21
Conference

ROI by Design (Feb. 19 – 21)..........................................................................................$1,195

$1,095

P02 Master Instructional Designer (Feb. 19 – 21)..............................................................$1,195

$1,095

P03 Master Trainer (Feb. 19 – 21).........................................................................................$1,195

$1,095

P04 Managing The Training Function (Feb. 19 – 21).........................................................$1,195

$1,095

P05 Designing Interactivity for eLearning (Feb. 19 – 21).................................................$1,195

$1,095

P06 Storyboarding Intensive (Feb. 19 – 21)........................................................................$1,195

$1,095

P07 Converting Instructor-Led Training (ILT)
		
to an eLearning Course (Feb. 19 – 21).........................................................................$1,195

$1,095

h P08 Articulate Storyline 360 (Feb. 20 – 21)........................................................................ $995
h P09 eLearning Developer (Feb. 20 – 21).............................................................................. $995
h P10 Designing and Delivering Virtual Instructor-Led Training

$895
$895

		 (Feb. 20 – 21 + virtual post-conference teach back)...............................................$1,095

$995

h GAM GamiCon (Feb. 20 – 21)................................................................................................... $995
h HAP The Happiness Advantage | Orange Frog Users Conference (Feb. 21).....................$99

$895
FREE

h Training 2021 Virtual Conference ONLY (Feb. 8 – 12) for one participant..................................................$495
Subtotal:

$_____________

Discount Code:______________________________ ($_____________ )
* Includes Expo Only

TOTAL (in U.S. Dollars):

$_____________

